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The following report was funded in partnership with
the Gordonbush Wind Farm and the North Highland
Initiative.
 
We wish to express our appreciation to Brora and
District Action Group (BaDAG) for all their assistance
in the consultation process and to the Steering
Group for their ongoing and continuing support.
 
 
 



As Chairman of the Duke of Rothesay’s North Highland Initiative (NHI), I am
delighted to support the community of Brora, both in words of encouragement and
practically through NHI’s funding of the 'Vision For Brora' study. It has been a real
pleasure to work with many of the pro-active residents in the village who are
committed to making Brora a more attractive place to live and raise their families as
well as being a must-stop destination on the North Coast 500 (NC500).
 
NHI believes that the opportunities created by the NC500 are there to be grasped by
ambitious, enthusiastic communities and the whole point of the Vision For Brora is
to articulate the ideas that have come from the community. This is not about
creating a report which will lie on bookshelves or coffee tables, but one that offers
practical, realistic projects that will enhance life in the village, create a sense of
place and purpose and encourage visitors to the North Highlands to stop here. In
producing this Vision, we have been conscious of the history and traditions of Brora
as well as looking forward to an exciting future where Brora has made a real
statement about its people and place.
 
Enthusiasm in itself is not enough. Good ideas in themselves are not enough. The
key is how these things are joined together, tested to make sure they are right and
then, importantly, delivered.
 
We would like to acknowledge the input and support from Brora and District Action
Group (BaDAG) in facilitating the consultation work, and to Councillor Deirdre
Mackay for chairing the Steering Group in moving the project forward.
 
We, at NHI, believe that these projects can be delivered by the people of Brora, and
NHI is pleased to have played its part so far, in bringing the ideas and enthusiasm
together into the practical, deliverable Vision For Brora. I would commend this study
to you, and ask that you share it as an example of what is achievable by community
groups in the North Highlands.

David Whiteford OBE
Chairman, North Highland Initiative



Developing the Vision
Brora's stunning location



Brora and District Action Group (BaDAG) is a local voluntary Development Trust and a Scottish
Charity (SC043968) representing Brora's Community needs, working in partnership with a wide
range of voluntary organisations (70) in Brora and East Sutherland.  
 
Following public meetings with interested groups, culminating in a meeting of local
representatives, together with Highland Council, NC500 and North Highland Initiative, it was
agreed that BaDAG should take the lead on the project on behalf of the village. The BaDAG
board has decided that the most appropriate method of conducting such an audit and formulating
a relevant plan is to engage professional consultants, independent of the village, to first provide
an objective assessment and then to engage with and support the community in prioritising
projects and opportunities in an actionable Vision for Brora.
 
It was proposed that this work would comprise of three or four key projects that could be moved
from "rhetoric to reality" in order to best benefit the village for residents and visitors.
 

Developing the Vision

"We feel NC500 has been a success, but we are 'passed
through' rather than being a destination on the route."

"We feel Brora is a lovely place, but it could offer so
much more. It has some challenges which should be 
 considered in the forthcoming Brora Locality Plan."

"We need a vision for a forward-looking village that will
establish priorities for future inward investment."

Source: A selection of 
 comments from the community survey



THE VOICE OF BRORA

We want to act as a voice for the community of
Brora to channel their views productively. We
want to promote the message that the
regeneration of the village is in the hands of the
community, and help them take ownership.

Promoting Brora’s heritage  through The Clyne
Heritage Society and their work in establishing a
new heritage centre will further enhance
opportunities to promote and celebrate Brora's rich
heritage.            

Following consultations on the Brora Community
Plan -(www.broravillage.scot/badag-community-
plan-2016-19.asp) - the village will strive to
promote excellent transport connections
(pedestrian, cycle, bus, train and car).       

We want Brora to lead as a destination of
choice, both in the context of a village in its
own right, and as a key location on the
NC500 route.
                              

Branding Brora

ACCESSIBLE BRORA

CREATIVE & DISTINCTIVE BRORA

DESTINATION BRORA



Branding Brora

ACTIVE BRORA
For many, Brora is seen as the heart of the
“Golf Coast”. With an unrivalled James Braid
18 hole links course overlooking the beaches
and the Firth, Brora will continue to attract
golfers of all abilities and ages from every
corner of the world. Brora’s natural beauty
lends itself to a wide range of outdoor activities
including water-sports, walking, sea, river and
loch angling, cycling, mountain biking and
horse riding.

ATTRACTIVE BRORA

We want to help Brora realise the full potential
of its green and open spaces making sure that
these are being fully utilised and meet the
needs of the community.
 
Brighter Brora is a local voluntary group which
aims to deliver this on behalf of the community.
 

We want Brora to become an example of best
practice for community ownership and
engagement. Central to this will be the
community taking ownership for the
regeneration of the village through social
enterprise, entrepreneurship and the right-to-
buy.

OUR BRORA



Economic Snapshot

Our history has to be right at the heart of our cultural and economic regeneration. Located in
the East of Sutherland, in the Scottish Highlands, Brora is a small village with a population of
around 1,200. The village has an industrial history, having previously mined coal, and led in the
manufacturing of a range of products including bricks, salt, whisky and tweed. 
 
Brora is located on the A9 north of Inverness and is served by rail and a regular bus service
running both north and south of the village. 
 
Sitting directly on the North Coast 500 route, the village has the opportunity to benefit
from increasing visitor numbers and the growth  in tourism in the Highlands of Scotland.



Impact of NC500
The North Coast 500 has been Scotland’s most
successful route development since its launch
in 2015, generating significant destination
awareness and major economic benefits
throughout the North Highlands.
 
A major new evaluation report has found that
NC500 boosted the North Highland economy by
more than £22 million in 2018.
 
Brora is well placed on the route to maximise
the positive impact of increased visitor numbers
and awareness and the projects in this vision
document should be seen as a stimulus to
encourage users of the route to consider Brora
as a key stopping point on their trip.

“It is clear from all of the measures utilised that the impact of the NC500 route has been highly
significant for the economy and employment generated in the North Highlands. The innovative
operating model for the route and the commitment of the NC500 team has made a major
contribution to this success.”

 
Professor John Lennon, Director of the Moffat Centre for Travel and Tourism Business Development

 at Glasgow Caledonian University
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“Since the launch of the NC500 route, Dunrobin
Castle has seen an increase in visitor numbers
which we could never have imagined. This has
allowed us to create another 15 seasonal jobs

and extend our opening times and open season"
 

Scott Morrison, Managing Director at
Dunrobin Castle



Existing project 1: Clynelish Distillery

Diageo has invested over £17.5m in the redevelopment
of Clynelish Distillery and Visitor Centre which is due to
open in 2020.
 
This will be the single largest local capital project in the
village. This project includes plans for a comprehensive
upgrade of the distillery visitor experience, with a new
upper floor to tell the Clynelish story, as well as a new
bar and tasting area offering panoramic views of the
beautiful Sutherland coast. The area surrounding the
distillery will also benefit from enhanced landscaping.
 



Vacant, previously the “Old” Post Office 
The Otter's Couch, Gift Shop, local
crafters & artisans 
Vacant, previously Kenny’s
The Thrift Shop
Fairdeal Fashions
Clynebank Services, Laundry & Cleaning
Services 
The Braes Hotel (both Jacobite Bar &
Salmon Leap sides)
 Argyle House (Sutherland Carpets) 
 Maisie’s Daisies, Florist
 Cunningham’s, Newsagent
 Sutherland Inn
 Kingcraig Fabrics
 Linda’s Cafe
 The Red Dragon Chinese takeaway
 Harry Gow’s, Baker
 Co-op Supermarket 
 Highland Council public parking area 
 with public conveniences

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Following the launch of the Town Centre
Fund, all 28 local businesses were invited
to a consultation meeting in June 2019,
along with local Councillor Deirdre Mackay,
BaDAG and NHI to discuss transformational
projects. 
 
30 people attended the meeting, and
agreement was reached on the projects
opposite as being most beneficial to
residents, tourists and local businesses.
 
As a result, an application was submitted to
the Town Centre Fund to support these
businesses through the provision for
electronic signage, chemical waste disposal
facilities and electric hook-ups for cars.
 
The allocation of Town Centre Funding
awarded to Brora was almost £49,000.

Existing project 2: Town Centre Fund



Existing project 3: Brora Heritage Centre

Before the Vision project was conceived, Clyne
Heritage Society had advanced a project to take
ownership of the Old Clyne School and to
redevelop this into a new Brora heritage centre.
The Old School was gifted to the Society, along
with a grant of £1m from SSE as a contribution
linked to the Gordonbush Windfarm development.
 
It is therefore appropriate that the Brora Heritage
Centre project should feature prominently in 
any vision for Brora as, apart from the Clynelish
Distillery, this is probably the largest single
community project to be advanced in Brora in
recent years.
 
James Maxwell Conservation Architects were
appointed to prepare detailed designs and the full
costs for developing and expanding are in the
region of £3.3m.
 
The Society is now in the process of applying for major
capital grants to meet this funding gap. When the
funding is secured and the project comes to fruition,
the Society will relinquish their interest in the Brora
heritage centre in Fascally Park.
 
 In turn this would then have the potential for adapting
the current Brora Heritage Centre as the core of a new
Visitor Services Hub, which was a project that featured
prominently in the community consultation process.
 



In order to identify where the respondents
lived and provide an indication of the 
survey’s reach, respondents were asked if
they currently lived in Brora. 
 
284 Brora residents completed and returned 
the survey. Notably, a further 128
respondents from out-with Brora completed
and returned the survey as highlighted on 
the map opposite. 
 
18 respondents were from outside Scotland.
 
The chart below outlines the demographic
breakdown of respondents.

Community Engagement



PRIORITY 1: VILLAGE CENTRE IMPROVEMENTS
 
PRIORITY 2: VILLAGE GATEWAYS
 
PRIORITY 3: FASCALLY PARK 

Respondents were asked to rank the six potential projects that were identified by the Steering
Group, indicating which would be their 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th priority. To analyse these
results, every vote of 1st priority was allocated a score of 6, with 2nd place allocated 5, 3rd place
allocated 4 and so on. Using this, an average score was created between 0-6 where 6 was the
highest. As the chart below shows, improvements to the village centre were the highest priority,
with the gateways and Fascally Park a close second and third respectively. 

Community Priorities

As a result of the community consultation and business engagements, the following priorities have
been identified and outlined within this vision:
 
 



In addition to being the number one priority for improvements to the village, there were many
comments received from local people about the poor quality of the existing streetscape and hard
and soft landscaping. 
 
The artist's impression below highlights how this might be improved through business frontages,
street furniture and the introduction of some colour to the village centre.
 

 Priority 1: Village Centre Improvements



 Priority 2: Village Gateways

It is generally accepted that the entrances to villages and
towns often influence the visitors first impression.
Evidence suggests that villages that are well kept, clean
and tidy are generally perceived as safer, more secure
and more welcoming to visitors. A well kept and attractive
village entrance to the north and south of Brora would set
the tone for the visitors’ experience as they arrive, thereby
encouraging more people to stop and spend more time in
the village. The artist's impression below portrays a
possible design for the village entrance on arrival at the
village from the south.

A sculpture of a fisherman, salmon and a proliferation of fly ties and wildflowers is a reference
to a former heroine of Brora (Megan Boyd - who was awarded the British Empire Medal for Fly
Tying). It could also suggest the area's reputation for quality salmon fishing and the wildflower
meadow which would provide a splash of colour between July and October each year.



 Priority 2: Village Gateways

On arriving at Brora from the North, the first thing the visitor may see could be sculptures of sheep
grazing by the roadside. These have two functions; firstly to recognise the past heritage of the
village as a major producer of wool and woollen goods, and also as a reference to the former
Hunters of Brora. Secondly - at first glance the effect of sheep by the roadside will reduce driver
speed, thereby improving road safety for the village.
 
The whisky still highlights the significant reinvestment in the Clynelish Distillery which is less than
half a mile away. The stonework incorporated into both entrances is drawn from ideas taken from
other villages and entrances to national parks. This stonework, once created, should be relatively
maintenance- free providing a sustainable backdrop to the public realm art work.



The idea of Visitor Service Hubs was born
out of Highland Council’s plans to
rationalise and close a number of public
toilets, particularly those around the NC500
route. 
 
The Council invited North Highland
Initiative to consider how visitor services
could be enhanced at key locations around
the route. Brora was identified as one such
location and the Hub model opposite was
created.
 
The proposed location would be the Brora
Heritage Centre site at Fascally Park after
the Clyne Heritage Society have moved to
their new location.
 
 

 Priority 3: Fascally Park - Visitor Hub



 Priority 3: Fascally Park - Event Arena

Within Fascally Park there is a large
natural bowl amphitheatre area formed
within land reclaimed from former
mechanical waste and coal mines.
 
Given the topography of the site, it is a
natural choice for the creation of an
outdoor events arena capable of hosting
anything from local gala days, Highland
Games, outdoor concerts and festivals,
and agricultural shows and fairs. 
 
Significant remediation works would be
required given the nature of the site, but
funding could be available from a range
of sources to meet these requirements.
 



Fascally Park Development Group commissioned a Feasibility Study which demonstrated
evidence of need and community support for new and improved play facilities at Fascally Park.
 
From this study it was clear that there is overwhelming support (94%) for improvements to play
provision at Fascally Park. 3% were not in favour, whilst 3% were unsure.
 
The Group tendered the project and 3 design-and-build play companies submitted costed
designs. The preferred design is highlighted below.

 Priority 3: Fascally Park  - play area



 Project summary



 Potential funding sources



Links to Key Policies

Is Brora a good place to live, work and spend time in? YES, and it will be improved with this
Vision to secure funding. 
Will we be making the most of the town’s physical assets? YES, by enhancing the infrastructure
and improving the visual amenity of the village centre around Fountain Square.
Will we be affecting design of streets and spaces? YES, by improving tourist signage and
interpretation. 

Are there things that people need or want to do in the town centre? YES, and the proposed
improvements will encourage further business and entrepreneurial investment in the village. 
Will it provide retail, leisure and culture opportunities? YES, with better shop fronts and signage
creating a co-ordinated welcoming look to the village centre.
Will it improve public services? YES, by providing chemical waste disposal services and
electrical hook up points for tourists.
Will it help with marketing and promotion? YES, through better signage,  an electronic
information sign and a "What’s On" board.

Is it easy to access  and get around the village centre? YES, disabled access to local
businesses will be improved.

This Vision recommends a more joined-up, collaborative and participative approach to services,
land and buildings, across all sectors within Brora. This will enable better outcomes for everyone
and increased opportunities for local people and the community to shape their own lives.
 
In line with the Place Principle we recognise that all those responsible for providing services and
looking after assets in a place need to work and plan together in conjunction with the local
community. This approach will improve the lives of people, support inclusive and sustainable
economic growth and create a more successful place. 
 
The Town Centre Toolkit  - Attractive, Active and Accessible
 
Attractive:

Active:

Accessible: 

 
 
 



ACCELERATING BUSINESS GROWTH - Supporting businesses to increase productivity and
grow through investment, innovation and internationalisation.
STRENGTHENING COMMUNITIES - Supporting the growth of the social enterprise sector,
and enabling communities, particularly in remote and rural areas, to make a significant
contribution to place-based development.
SUPPORTING GROWTH SECTORS - Sectoral development with a focus on sub-sectors and
supply chains offering distinctive regional opportunities;
DEVELOPING REGIONAL ATTRACTIVENESS - Making the Highlands and Islands a
globally attractive region in which to live, work, study and invest.
COMMUNITY-LED DEVELOPMENT - HIE states “We will significantly enhance the capacity
of communities, high growth social enterprises and the delivery of significant revenue earning
projects through our Community Capacity Building programme. The programme will enable
account managed communities to deliver community benefit, facilitate the realisation of
community renewable electricity and support innovative, high capacity social enterprise
growth plans.”
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE - HIE states “In partnership with the Scottish Government, we will
deliver a Business Support and Learning Programme for social enterprises for the next three
years" (2018-2021).

Within Highlands and Islands Enterprise’s Operating Plan 2018/2019 there are four key areas of
priority that the proposed Brora projects align to. These are:
 

 
In addition to these six specific areas of alignment with HIE’s Operating Plan, there are many
references to the account management of growth businesses, particularly within the key tourism
sector, in which the proposed development can dovetail with HIE’s activities and support.
 

Alignment to Key Policies


